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Becoming a combat engineer has always been in my mind, but I understand that it’s a very difficult field especially for physical fitness and as a woman,” Reddit user BrpBap wrote in a
post. Combat ...
What does it take to be an Army combat engineer?
The 211th Combat Engineer Company conducted training with demolition explosives and grenades during the Golden Coyote training ...
211th Combat Engineer Company conducts explosives training
“You have your creative folk and your engineers – it makes a good combination ... It is part of the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM), a major subordinate
command of the U.S.
Army Game Studio levels up Soldier recruitment and training
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, conducted a change of command ceremony on Thursday at the Huntington City Hall Auditorium. Col. Jason Evers transferred ...
Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, conducts change of command
A new commander is now leading the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Huntington District following a change of command ceremony Thursday morning at the auditorium in City Hall.
New commander takes over at Corps of Engineers’ Huntington District
Adam Tallent sat in his computer class at Raceland High School having just finished basic training for the Army National Guard weeks before his senior year began. Like many classrooms
...
STORIES OF SERVICE — Developing Tallent: National Guard Combat Engineer recalls missions, lessons learned
For some people physical fitness is a lifelong, daily grind. For Brandon Beader, it’s a way of life he embraces.
Hickory grad, Penn State engineering major completes Army Combat Fitness Test with perfect score
Companies with commercial experience want to show the Army how capable electric-powered vehicles can be and overcome the challenges of operating them on the battlefield.
Is the Army warming up to electric vehicles in its fleet?
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The Korean War would drag on for another two years, but U.S. Army Engineers were unsung heroes, for they helped shape the combat environment that allowed the United States and its
allies to fight and ...
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Shaped the Combat Environment during the Korean War
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Park at Choctaw ... American Revolutionary War and subsequently we have had an engineer serve in combat in all American Wars since. In 1802 the
Amy established ...
Business of the Week: U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
The Army’s ambitious and wide-reaching Future Combat Systems (FCS ... as it was able to engineer the technical ability to fire a 120mm cannon from a much smaller 27-ton armored
vehicle.
How the Army’s new light tank and combat vehicles were born
France's Texelis and CNIM have teamed to meet a future French Army requirement for a new combat engineer vehicle called Moyen d'Appui au Contact (MAC). Texelis has experience
developing and ...
Texelis and CNIM team for new engineer vehicle
The U.S. Army’s Future Combat Systems (FCS ... Lessons learned in these tests will help engineers enhance and finalize the design of the NLOS-C and other FCS vehicles. “Information
taken ...
Army settles on final Non-Line-of-Sight Cannon system for Future Combat Systems
Rick Scott has declared a state of emergency in seven Florida counties to combat the potentially ... The GAO said the Army Corps of Engineers is helping to expand existing vaccine
facilities ...
Army Corps of Engineers
After meeting with Lee County commissioners and other county leaders, Col. Andrew Kelly had a message during his press conference recently that signaled he has been listening. The
commander of the ...
Army Corps of Engineers gives positive cues to Lee County
Armored combat vehicles designers at General Dynamics Corp. will build advanced Stryker wheeled vehicles for the U.S. Army under terms ... commander’s vehicle; engineer squad
vehicle; fire ...
Army orders Stryker A1 armored combat vehicles with new vetronics to support future battlefield networking
KUCHING: Members of the Malaysian Army (TDM) in Sarawak is getting a new training ground to improve their combat skills with the completion of the ...
OBUA Training Complex in Lundu to enhance combat skills of Malaysian army
The Combat Application Tourniquet was tested along with eight other tourniquets in 2004 at the U.S. Army Institute of Surgical ... he began his career as a biomedical engineer with a
Bioness ...
Combat Tourniquet One of Army’s Top 10 Inventions for ’05
The Army has issued a tender — Request For Information (RFI) — for the procurement of 1,750 Futuristic Infantry Combat Vehicles ... NBC reconnaissance vehicle, engineer
reconnaissance vehicle ...

George Patton is renowned for his daring tank thrusts and rapid movement, but the many rivers and obstacles his Third Army encountered crossing Europe required engineers
spearheading his advance. A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army is the untold story of Frank Lembo, one of Patton’s men who helped move the American command in the battle of
Argentan in the Normandy Campaign, in the high-speed pursuit of the German Wehrmacht eastward across France, and in the brutal battles waged during the Battle of the Bulge and
during the final combats along the borders of the collapsing Reich. Throughout his time in Europe Lembo maintained a running commentary of his experiences with Betty Craig, his fianc
and future wife. This extensive correspondence provides a unique eyewitness view of the life and work of a combat engineer under wartime conditions. As a squad (and later platoon)
leader, Frank and his comrades cleared mines, conducted reconnaissance behind enemy lines, built bridges, and performed other tasks necessary to support the movement of the 317th,
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318th, and 319th Infantry Regiments of the Blue Ridge Division—Patton’s workhorses, if not his glamour boys. Frank wrote about the deadly river crossings at the Moselle, Seille, and
Sauer, all under enemy fire, and of the frustrating pauses when supplies were diverted. He participated in the mid-December sprint to Luxembourg and the relief provided at Bastogne
during the Bulge, the liberation of concentration camps once Third Army had charged into Germany, and of their occupation duty in Bavaria. Frank’s letters go beyond his direct combat
experiences to include the camaraderie among the GIs, living conditions, weather, and the hijinks that helped keep the constant threat of death at bay. His letters also worked to reassure
Betty with hopeful dreams for their future together. Including dozens of previously unpublished photographs, A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army: The Fight Across Europe with the
80th “Blue Ridge” Division in World War II offers the rare perspective of what day-to-day warfare at the ground-level looked like in the European Theater through the eyes of one of the
men spearheading the advance.

At its peak in World War II, the United States Army contained over 700 engineer battalions, along with numerous independent brigades and regiments. The specialized soldiers of the
Engineers were tasked with a wide variety of crucially important tasks including river bridging, camouflage, airfield construction, and water and petroleum supply. However, despite their
important support roles, the engineers were often employed on the front lines fighting beside the general infantry in the desperate battles of the European theatre. This book covers the
role of these soldiers, from their recruitment and training, through their various support missions and combat experiences, forming an account of what it was truly like to be a combat
engineer in World War II.

The struggle for armored dominance sometimes overshadows the vital and unsung heroes of the battlefield: the engineers. Combat engineer vehicles spearhead armored attacks, breach
obstacles, and prepare defenses. Born of necessity, these amazing vehicles have developed from humble beginnings to technological and mechanical marvels. After a slow and
unimaginative start, the US Army has developed and fielded some of the most prolific and advanced combat engineer vehicles ever used. This book provides a rare look at these amazing
machines and the crews that operated them. Vehicles covered are the M728 Combat Engineer Vehicle; Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge; M9 Armored Combat Earthmover; M9 ACE and
M60 AVLB; M1132 Stryker Engineer Squad Vehicle; M2 Bradley, Wolverine, and Assault Breaching Vehicle; and Grizzly and Panther 2, as well as experimental and limited-use vehicles.
Along with providing technical information, author Jeffrey DeRosa analyzes the operational effectiveness of each vehicle.

Presents professional information designed to keep Army engineers informed of current and emerging developments within their areas of expertise for the purpose of enhancing their
professional development. Articles cover engineer training, doctrine, operations, strategy, equipment, history, and other areas of interest to the engineering community.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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